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Sommario 

La ricostruzione CAD di superfici a partire da nuvole di punti complesse tramite 

elaborazione automatica è un problema aperto in letteratura, specialmente nel caso di 

grandi moli di dati. In aggiunta alla numerosità dei dati, la disposizione libera nello spazio 

3D, l’incompletezza, il rumore, la disuniformità e le sezioni variabili delle nuvole di punti 

in input sono le principali variabili caratterizzanti la complessità sopracitata. Riuscire a 

gestire così tante variabili contemporaneamente potrebbe avere un enorme impatto sulla 

possibilità di digitalizzare oggetti naturali o artefatti quali prodotti o impianti industriali. 

La presente tesi è stata svolta presso UH Mānoa e ha avuto come input un esempio di 

nuvola di punti contraddistinta dalle caratteristiche sovraesposte, risultato  di un 

problema di fotogrammetria applicata a delle immagini di un corallo. Sono stati quindi 

sviluppati quattro differenti metodi per ricostruzione CAD di superfici da nuvole di punti 

complesse e sono stati comparati proponendo un nuovo scenario di valutazione 

quantitativa della qualità degli stessi. Ogni metodo, che offre differenti vincoli sulle nuvole 

di punti in input, differenti qualità delle mesh in output e differente costo,  deve essere 

scelto in base alle applicazioni specifiche. 

 

Abstract 
CAD surface reconstruction from complex point clouds through an automatic data 

processing has not yet been solved in the literature, especially when dealing with  big 

clouds. Adding to that, the 3D freedom layout, incompleteness, noisy, not uniformity and 

variable radius section of the input data are the main variables linked to the complexity 

above mentioned. Handle all these variables together would have a tremendous impact 

for the digitalization of natural or human artifacts as industrial systems or products. This 

thesis has been carried out at UH Manoa and examines the case of a point cloud 

characterized by the above features, result of a close-range photogrammetry problem 

applied to a coral’s photos. Then, four different methods for CAD surface reconstruction 

have been developed and compared proposing new quantitative assessment framework 

on the quality of them. Each mesh generator, that offers a different degree of constraints 

on the input point cloud, output mesh quality and cost, must be chosen based on the 

target application. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the advent of the Computer Aided Design era, a lot of work has been carried out on 

3D digitalization of objects. In particular, the 3D modeling of points cloud is a huge issue 

remains unsolved when dealing with noisy, freeform and incomplete data [8]. 

Applications of the previous topic span from industrial scenario (e.g. reverse engineering 

[9] and chemical pipe systems digitalization [10], [11], [12], [13]) to medicine [14], 

architecture [15], design [16], archeology [17], [18] and biology [19] fields of research. 

The main issue is to synthetize the information of the 3D real-world subjects onto a digital-

twin replica as much close to the original one. Below three examples of laser scanned 

point clouds coming from different contexts. 

                                           

     Figure 1: Piping system [10].              Figure 2: Artifact [24].             Figure 3: Building [15]. 

1.1 Problem 

The context of this study is a multidisciplinary project focused on Pohnpei1 exploration, 

called ‘Pohnpei 360°: Aerial to the Mesophotic’, in collaboration with the departments 

of Earth Sciences, Mathematics, and Biology at the University of Hawai'i at Mānoa. The 

problem arose during the researches dealing with a unique coral in the mesophotic coral 

ecosystem, the Gorgonian Sea Fan.  After preprocessing some close-range underwater 

pictures and development ad-hoc solutions integrated to standard structure-from-motion 

photogrammetry software tools [5], a 3D point cloud has been extracted. Due the 

extreme complexity of the subject is not feasible to go further using the same software 

[5], or others well known software as [36],  to convert the point cloud to a final mesh. 

1.2 Scope and Goal 

This work has been carried out in order to solve a practical problem related to the 3D 

modeling of a complex point cloud that currently commercial software can’t solve. The 

definition of complexity here is related to 5 aspects: free 3D layout, incompleteness, 

noisy, not uniformity and variable section. The goal is to develop a technique as more 

 
1 Federals states of Micronesia 
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general as possible, that deal with such as complex point clouds, no matter if coming from 

a laser scanner or a photogrammetric approach, with the only constraints about the 

pseudo-circular section. The 3D model’s texture and color appearance are out of scope 

but could be an interesting additional topic for future works. 

 
Figure 4: Gorgonian sea fan point cloud, extracted by Sfm software [5]. Total points: 389777. 

2 State of the art and related works 

Geometrical models generated from a point clouds captured from a real object has an 

infinite current type of application and huge relevance in several industries [20]. The main 

related works to recall are “The power crust” [20], “Fast Cylinder Shape Matching using 

RANSAC” [21] and “Efficient and robust reconstruction of botanical branching structure 

from laser scanned points” [19]. The first one generates mesh and approximates medial 

axis using as references sampled points of the original 3D point cloud [20]. The second 

one is a technique implemented for pipe meshing problems, based on cylinders 

approximation by spheres [21]. The latter is an extremely interesting study that deal with 

freeform branched structure offering a modeling approach based on tree’s laser scanned 

points cloud [19]. The issue is that state of the art techniques and commercial software 

deal with pretty good input point clouds, mainly laser scanner data. For inaccurate and 

raw point clouds coming from photogrammetry much work can be done and several 

questions are still answered. For example, cause the complexity of such point clouds, is 
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not possible to use classical triangles meshing techniques based on connectivity to the 

input data as in [22], [23]. The presented approach is a simple theory but not trivial 

implementation to solve a practical problem otherwise not solvable. Meshing cylindrical 

surfaces using the 3D skeleton information as discussed by [20], [21], [19], [11] is the 

building block of this study. Pursuing this idea, the methods 1, 2 and 3 respectively in 

Section 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 extract the 3D skeleton using a well-known algorithm that deal 

with a complex point cloud, “L-1 Medial Skeleton” [24]. Other 3D skeleton remarkable 

techniques and applications discussed in [25], [26], [27]. This is the main advantage of the 

methods presented in this study compared to the researches in [20], [21], [11], [19]. The 

key strength of L-1 Medial Skeleton is that “it does not place strong requirements on the 

quality of the input point cloud nor on the geometry or topology of the captured shape 

and it can be directly applied to an unoriented raw point scan with significant noise, 

outliers, and large areas of missing data” [24]. 

3 Methods 

Four surface reconstruction algorithms have been developed on the same point cloud 

fitting the above mentioned complexity characteristics, the gorgonian point cloud,  (Fig.4). 

 

Figure 5: Methods flow chart and output meshes. 
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3.1 Skeleton points extraction from point cloud data 

The complexity of the point cloud P = {points ∈ Gorgonian point cloud} cause difficulty 

to evaluate the 3D-line skeleton in output from the final step of the L-1 Medial Skeleton 

implementation. The authors evidence how their algorithm could misses fine structures 

and incorrectly runs the skeleton in case of too sparse input point clouds [24]. To reach at 

least some skeleton’s points alignment a lot of experiment have been done setting the 

propter parameters and getting in output the set S = {points ∈ Gorgonian point cloud 

skeleton}. Fortunately, the 3D skeleton as a 3D-line is necessary only for Method 1 in 

Section 3.3. This implies a preprocessing step to join the points in S and obtain the lines. 

For Methods 2 and 3, respectively in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 the aligned points directly 

coming from L-1 Medial Skeleton are acceptable. 

   

Figure 6: Initial condition of the L-1 Medial Skeleton algorithm applied on a subset of P (left). After 10 iterations 

(center). After 10 more, the output subset of  S (right). The blue sphere is a moving neighborhood. 

3.2 Layers thickness branches classification 

The branches are automatically classified into 4 thickness layers using image 

morphological analysis on one of the original binary input images. The binarized image, 

coming from preprocessing steps, is elaborated iteratively by square pixel’s neighbors 

through morphological operations as the opening: an erosion followed by a dilatation. 

Unconnected pixels have been removed and the layers are colorized by specific colors.  

 

Figure 7: Branched thickness classification on original binarized frame. One color for each thickness layer. 
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3.3 Method 1: Manual & radius classes (M&RC) 

As introduced before this method needs a 3D-line skeleton element. The points in the 

output set S, coming from “L-1 Medial Skeleton”, are manually connected by CAD 

software [28]. This step is extremely tedious and some human errors are introduced in 

the model during about the 12000 manual lines tracing. A second step regards the 

possibility to use a power CAD function, that, fixed the radius and selected the path, 

automatically generates a pipe/loft shape [29]. It is composed by pricewise 

cylinders/truncated cones merged each other. The above procedure has been done for 

each layer identified in Section 3.2 (but it is not necessary to follow this specific 

classification as shown in Fig.5). The original point cloud P has been used as reference 

and the radius for each layer is set checking visually a 3D trial plot. The final mesh after 

simplification/smoothing process and geometrical errors removal is 30 Mb. About 120 

man hours are needed.  

3.4 Method 2: Semi-Automatic & radius classes (SA&RC) 

For this method a simple but effective algorithm has been developed using as input four 

different point cloud sets obtained masking the original point cloud P using Fig.7. A 

masking tool in [5] allow to get P4 simply as P, P3 as P minus the white layer branches, P2 

as P3 minus the yellow layer branches and P1 as P2 minus the orange layer branches. The 

layer’s radius is set visually using as reference P  like in Section 3.3. 

 

 

 

  

The final mesh after simplification/smoothing process and geometrical errors removal is 

about 446 Mb. The computational running time of the algorithm is 2 hours. 

3.5 Method 3: Semi-Automatic (SA) 

This technique is the evolution of the previous one. It is more general and automated 

because leave-aside from the layer’s classification radius. In this case the algorithm 

compute autonomously the specific radius for each point belonging to the skeleton point 

cloud S (Section 3.1), using as reference the original point cloud P. 

1. For each point cloud set Pi = 1 . . . 4 

          1.1 Extract the point cloud skeleton set Si using L-1 medial skeleton 

       1.2 Set the ri = layeri thickness 

       1.3 For each pointJ (xJ,yJ,zJ) ∈ Si 

              1.3.1 Mesh the sphere J with radius = ri and center = pointJ 

       End 

End 

2. Merge all the mesh layeri 
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The final mesh after simplification process and geometrical errors removal is 153 Mb. The 

computational running time is about 8 hours. 

3.6 Method 4: Automated (A) 

This is the only method that prescind from the 3D skeleton (Section 3.1). It works directly 

to the original point cloud P in a fully automatic approach. The algorithm meshes spheres 

for each point J ∈ S using a fixed radius chosen by interactive way, depending on the 

density of the points into P.  The final mesh after simplification process and geometrical 

errors removal is about 370 Mb. The computational time is half an hour.  

4 Results 

A quantitative assessment process on above methods for complex point cloud meshing is 

presented and, taking as inspiration from [34], a top-down metric taxonomy is obtained. 

 

Figure 8: Methods metrics taxonomy. 

1. Extract the point cloud skeleton set S using L-1 medial skeleton on P 

2. For each pointJ (xJ,yJ,zJ) ∈  point cloud skeleton set S 

        2.1 Calculate the point density function 

        2.2 Evaluate the rules 

        2.3 Save the rJ 

End 

3. Improve the precedence r-vector modifying outlier radius (additional rules) 

4. For each pointJ (xJ,yJ,zJ) ∈  point cloud skeleton set S 

       4.1 Mesh the sphere J with radius = rJ and center = pointJ 

End 
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For each method, cost, constraints on input point cloud and output mesh characteristics 

are evaluated for the final score. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, related to mesh assessment, 

some NR metrics [32] are adopted from literature, some others have been defined by 

design from geometrical aspects. Regarding the constraints on the input point cloud, it is 

possible to summarize this concept by the degree of complexity (Section 4.2). A final 

metric related to cost parameter has been analyzed (Section 4.1). The strength of this 

comprehensive procedure is the extreme simplicity that avoid black-box effect and give a 

quantitative and practical tool for the users that want to make a choice between different 

meshes methods, reducing the dimensionality of the problem into four main family of 

variables, put into a clear linear objective function. 

𝑴𝒂𝒙 (𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐵 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐶 ∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑠 − 𝐷 ∗ 𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠) 

The values inlaid in the final objective function, are normalized by the maximum of its 

own family. Due the specific target, the multivariate family’s coefficients can be set as 

more or less important by the human knowledge, using pairwise criteria comparison step 

as in the AHP method [35].  The results are summarized in Table1. 

Algorithms Automation Complexity Macroerrors Microerrors Final score 

Method 1 
 

Method 2 
 

Method 3 
 

0% 
 

80% 
 

94% 
 

100% 
 

80% 
 

100% 
 

100% 
 

89% 
 

90% 
 

0% 
 

56% 
 

35% 

50 
 

27 
 

101 
 

Method 4 100% 40% 83% 100% -73 

Table 1: The weights are set to A=1, B=1.5, C=1 and D=1.5 due the thesis goal stated in Section 1.2. 

4.1 Automation index 

This index is crucial in order to manage problem with huge amount of data and it is directly 

related to the cost area. The index calculated for each method is:  

𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

4.2 Complexity index 

This index synthetizes input point cloud degrees of freedom that each method can deal 

with. An on-off evaluation has been done for each 5 complexity variables. The judgment 

is given considering each method peculiarity.  
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4.3 Macroerrors index (Dissimilarity index) 

To quantify structural gaps between the models and the reality, every single one has been 

positioned in the same 2D view, as similar as possible to the original reference picture 

(Fig. 7), using a propter roto-translation matrix in a 3D visual environment [36]. After 

screen-shooting each of them, a locally adaptive threshold binarization was applied [7]. 

     

      Figure 9: Method 1.           Figure 10: Method 2.           Figure 11: Method 3.          Figure 12: Method 4. 

Then, based on feature-based registration algorithm, a rigid transformation to align 

binarized model’s pictures to the reference picture has been applied, using the “SSIM 

index” to maximize the alignment [37], [31]. The index extracted from the pairs of 

registered images is the 1’s complement of the 2D correlation applied the pixel matrixes.  

4.4 Microerrors index 

In this category there are several aspects that models approximate: separate pieces from 

the main structure, hidden surface modeling and surface pattern. Regarding this last 

aspect is clear how the spherical meshing causes a corrugated pattern (Section 4.4.1). 

Another issue related to the spherical meshing is the amount of inner meshing facets 

(Section 4.4.2)  and the separate pieces from the object, due the lack of points density in 

that volume (Section 4.4.3).  

4.4.1 Corrugation index 

To quantify the amount of surface distortion caused by a modeling method instead of 

another, the concept used is similar the roughness [38]. The Method 1 has no corrugation 

due the manual CAD modeling. For each other three methods are calculated: 

• Dist.m = distance between each sphere’s center and the closer one, mediated on 
the number of spheres; 

• mR = mean sphere’s radius; 

• Es = excursion of the max-min peak; 

• Corrugation index = Es/mR . 
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Figure 13: 2D graphical representation of mR, Dist.m and Es. 

4.4.2 Disconnection index 

To remove small isolated mesh fragments, a semi-automated approach on [36b] has been 

used. The % of non-connected component is calculated as: 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝑛 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑠

𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑠
 

4.4.3 Inner meshing index 

To quantify the proportion of inner meshing is used a simple but quite effective technique 

to compute the light occlusion value for each mesh vertex related to the difficulty to be 

enlightened [36b]. Therefore, is possible to select all the faces that have all their three 

vertices within occlusion range and compare this number to the total number of facets.  

5 Conclusion  

This work demonstrates the possibility to obtain remarkable results combining state-of-

the-art concepts to a complex practical problem not yet been solved. It is a span of 

different methodology and points of view of the same issue that actual software’s and 

algorithm’s solution does not offer. After the final assessment step, is clear how for the 

thesis goals and relative weight setting, Method 3 seems to be the most interesting. 

Regarding practical problems as fluid-dynamic studies, modifying proper the weights in 

the objective function, Methods 1 and 2 should best fit with the specific goal. Anyway, the 

comparison between different approaches  gives a full panoramic of the field  of research 

and offers lot of food for thought that could trigger future works.  

One of the most interesting question arising from this research, is the characterization of 

the rules that would produce a 2D manifold versus a fully 3D object. This is something 

planned to continue working on with the University of Hawaii, using the 3D model in 

output from the current work. 
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